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Rangers in Gelifornia, "illiem Gregg Blencharg 111 of the White Front 

in Florida, and « host of smaller fry. 

Only in the past year or two have certain of our legislators 

indicated uamistakeable fascist tendencies, One of the most influential 

is Senater Robert Rice Reynolds of North Cerolina, who early in 1939 

formed the Americsn Vindicetors, om anti-Semitic, snti-Cebholic, anti- 

alien orgenization marked with cll the stiguats of faseiem, Closely 

agsceieted with Senator Neynolds ere George leatherage of St. Albans, 

Vest Virginia, lesder of the imoricen Netionclist Confederetion, and James 

True, of “ushington, %.C.. Even more openly fascist thet Senator Reynolds 

is Representative Jacob Thorkeleon of Montana, whose repptation as the 

most prolific extender-of- remarks in (ougress was the result of his | 

regular insertion in the Congressional Record of such pieces of Nazi 

propegenda as "The Proctocols of the Ulders of Zion", The 1940 primries 

have added sone now names to the list of politieslly ambitious fascist 

leaders: Joseph B, MeWilliams and James Stewart in New York, Kenneth 

Prown in Oregon, Father Coughlin's side Louis B, Yard in Michigan, ané 

a dozen others in various sections of the cuntry. 

American fascist groups eunplinitine wubdivided with respect 

to their membership appeel. A large group of ministers-notably Gerald B, 

  

Tinrod of the Defender Movement in Kansas, Horry BH. Hodge of the Christian 

Mmericens in Seaumont, Martin Luther "ene of the Christien American 

Crusade in Los Angeles, Gerald L.K.0mith of the Comaittee of One Million 

in Petreit, mB, Riley in Minneapelie, and George Griffith in Tenses 

City-appeal primarily to the religious fundamentalists, who believe that 

"Jewish comminiam” is the enti-Christ and thet Hitler is its creat 

SPT ght, 10e#* 15,000 Americans ere under the influcnce of this type
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Phen ‘here are such organizations as Edward “unter's Industrial 

Defense Association in Boston and Harry Jung's American Vigilant Intelli- 

gence Federation in Chicago, which have combined syping and strike- 

breaking with the peddling of "ingide information” to anive industrielists. 

Another lagge group exploited by fascist leaders is fermed by 

Catholies, who have been influenced by such spokesmen as Father Coughlin, 

Yather brophy, father Curran, ent several hundred less well-known priests 

who would welcome a form of clerical fascism in the United Stetes--as 

they did in Spain. Under this influonce many C,tholies join organizations 

Tike Joseph McWilliamse's Christian Mobiligers or John Cassidy's Christian 

Front, which bas umite as far inland os St. Louis. in sli fairness it 

should be said that many members of these organizations believe they are 

defending the faith and heve no idea thst they are supporting a movement 

to destroy democratic goverumont.


